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High inter-channel coherence between signals emitted from multiple loudspeakers can cause 

undesirable acoustic and psychoacoustic effects. Examples include position-dependent low-

frequency magnitude response variation, where comb-filtering leads to the attenuation of 

certain frequencies dependent on path length differences between multiple coherent sources, 

lack of apparent source width in multi-channel reproduction and lack of externalization in 

headphone reproduction. This work examines a time-variant, real-time decorrelation algorithm 

for the reduction of coherence between sources as well as between direct sound and early 

reflections, with a focus on minimization of low-frequency magnitude response variation. The 

algorithm is applicable to a wide range of sound reinforcement and reproduction applications, 

including those requiring full-band decorrelation. Key variables which control the balance 

between decorrelation and processing artifacts such as transient smearing are described and 

evaluated using a MUSHRA test. Variable values which render the processing transparent 

whilst still providing decorrelation are discussed. Additionally, the benefit of transient 

preservation is investigated and is shown to increase transparency.

0 INTRODUCTION 

In many sound reinforcement and reproduction 

scenarios, the desired audience sound coverage may only 

be achieved by using multiple electro-acoustic transducers 

emitting coherent signals at equal or nearly equal sound 

power levels. Where transducers are not arrayed in such a 

way that leads to acoustical coupling over their operational 

frequency range, any difference in path-length from a 

listening position or acoustic measurement point to two or 

more loudspeakers will give a relative phase difference 

between the emitted signals [1]. The summation of such 

signals will result in a frequency response that is dependent 

on the path-length differences, and cancellation of 

frequencies where phase difference equates to 180 

degrees. 

For a two-transducer system, the fundamental frequency 

of cancellation is given by Eq. 0.1. 
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where, f0 is the fundamental frequency of cancellation (Hz) 

and t is the time difference of arrival (TDOA) between the 

two transducers (s).   

 Therefore, f0 is inversely proportional to TDOA, 

meaning that greater TDOA causes lower a fundamental 

frequency of cancellation. Additionally, any integer 

multiple of f0 will also be subject to similar cancellation. 

This gives rise to the well-known comb-filtering effect. 

When TDOA is small, comb-filtering is limited to mid-

and high-frequencies. Subjectively, this is experienced as 

timbral anomalies between the received and source 

signals. For large-scale sound reinforcement systems, 

path-length differences are regularly on the order of 

several meters, leading to comb-filtering commencing at 

low-frequencies. In this case, there will exist frequency-

dependent amplitude nulls spanning several meters. The 

overall subjective implication is that audience members 

will receive a magnitude response that both differs from 

the source material and is position-dependent.  

Spatial variance quantifies the magnitude response 

variation over a pre-determined frequency range and 

audience area [2,3,4], given by Eq. 0.2. 
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where, SV is spatial variance in (dB), calculated based on 

the number of frequency bins (Nf), the number of 

measurement points (Np), the frequency range of interest 

(flo to fhi, in Hz), the sound pressure level (dB) at 

measurement point p and frequency bin i, Lp(p,i), and the 
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mean sound pressure level (dB) over all measurement 

points at frequency bin i, Lp(i)  .  

As described by Eq. 0.2, SV is the standard deviation of 

sound pressure level for all frequency bins of interest 

across all measurement points. 0 dB SV implies no 

deviation in magnitude response across a listening area, 

disregarding propagation loss if the responses are 

normalized. 

A potential solution to high SV across an audience is to 

reduce inter-channel drive-signal coherence using 

decorrelation. In this case, the acoustic signals will sum by 

the powers of their amplitudes since phase is randomized 

[5]. Should sufficient signal decorrelation be achieved, 

interference effects will be minimized and the resulting 

sound field will be approximately diffuse, characterized by 

a consistent magnitude response across an audience. 

A signal decorrelation algorithm termed diffuse signal 

processing (DiSP), first described in [22], has been 

investigated in prior work by the authors [23, 24, 25]. It 

was found to be a useful tool for the decorrelation of 

multiple sources in sound reinforcement and reproduction 

applications. However, in [24] simulations showed that 

DiSP performance is reduced in closed acoustic spaces 

when decorrelation filters remain fixed. This is because 

direct sources maintain coherence with their early 

reflections, leading to comb filtering.  

Therefore, a time-varying DiSP algorithm was 

introduced in [24], termed dynamic DiSP. This work 

advances dynamic DiSP with the introduction of two key 

user definable variables that may be used to balance 

dynamic decorrelation performance with processing 

perceptibility.  

A MUSHRA style subjective test is presented to suggest 

suitable limits for these variables and to assess the 

transparency of the algorithm in comparison to 

unprocessed musical samples. Further to this, transient 

extraction prior to dynamic DiSP processing is utilized and 

its impact on decorrelation versus perceptual transparency 

is investigated. 

After a brief review of existing signal decorrelation 

methods in Section 1, DiSP is reviewed in Section 2, 

followed by a justification for the need for a time-varying, 

dynamic variant of DiSP, capable of direct signal and early 

reflection decorrelation. Transient detection for the 

preservation of input signal’s sharp transient content is 

also investigated (Section 3). The algorithm is objectively 

analyzed in Section 4 using image-source modeling. This 

is followed by subjective analysis of the algorithm’s 

perceptual transparency in Section 5, where results of a 

multiple stimuli with hidden reference and anchor 

(MUSHRA) test are presented. A brief discussion on 

alternative applications of DiSP is given in Section 6 and 

the paper is concluded in Section 7.  

1 SIGNAL DECORRELATION METHODS 

Signal decorrelation algorithms have been described in 

previously published literature. Examples of applications 

for such algorithms are: generation of pseudo-stereo from 

monophonic sources [6, 7, 8], control of apparent source 

width [13], increased headphone externalization [29] and 

synthetic reverb [19]. Early algorithms were primarily 

used to produce a pseudo-stereophonic signal from a 

monophonic source. These methods rely on the generation 

of complimentary comb-filters by use of either delay lines 

or all-pass filters [6, 7, 8]. Using this method, two 

independent signals may be generated whose summed 

magnitude response is proportional to the magnitude 

response of the input signal. However, these methods are 

not suitable for the applications discussed in this work 

since only a limited number of sources may be 

decorrelated using this technique and perfect summation is 

only achieved in a limited sweet-spot [9, 10]. 

Other decorrelation methods have been developed for 

use in stereophonic echo-cancellation for voice 

conferencing [11, 12]. Unfortunately, these are also 

unsuitable for the specific sound reinforcement and 

reproduction applications in this research due to the level 

of distortion introduced and the limited number of 

decorrelated signals generated [13]. 

Kendall [14] describes a method of decorrelation filter 

generation, whereby filter coefficients are obtained via an 

inverse Fourier transform of a frequency domain 

specification of unity magnitude and random phase. This 

method allows for the generation of a large number of 

decorrelation filters which display low correlation with 

each other, allowing for many discrete sources to be 

decorrelated. However, it was found that while unity 

magnitude and random phase are specified at each 

frequency bin, the resulting magnitude spectrum from the 

inverse Fourier transform is not uniform in between these 

points leading to timbral coloration [14, 15, 16]. 

Decorrelation has also been achieved with frequency 

domain processing, where the signal is passed through a 

filter bank to divide the signal into critical frequency 

bands, with a random time shift applied to each band [15, 

17, 18].  Depending on the magnitude of the random time 

shift calculated per frequency band, this method may result 

in frequency cancellation at band edges when the signal is 

reconstructed [15, 16]. This occurs when the time shifts 

equate to approximately 180 degrees phase difference 

between edge frequencies. This may be alleviated by 

constraining the time shift per band to multiples of 360 

degrees phase shift for the edge frequency of each band 

[15]. However, this then limits the number of discrete 

sources which may be decorrelated. There will be a limited 

number of time shift values for each band that meet the 

criteria of being sufficient for decorrelation, not exceeding 

audible limits and still equating to a multiple of 360 

degrees phase shift for the edge frequencies. 

Spatial impulse response rendering (SIRR) is a method 

for multi-channel reproduction of measured room 

responses [19, 20]. A diffusion technique is necessary for 

the reproduction of diffuse sound over multiple 

loudspeakers. Initially, diffusion is achieved by creating 

continuous uncorrelated noise for each loudspeaker. Using 

a short-term Fourier transform, the magnitude of each 

time–frequency component of each noise signal is set 

equal to the magnitude response of the source signal. In an 

investigation which applied the technique to directional 

audio coding (DirAC), the method was found to be 
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inadequate due to the distortion and pre-echoes produced 

[21]. Instead, a method of convolution with exponentially 

decaying white noise bursts was used. This method is 

similar to the one proposed in [22]. In both works it is 

noted that to achieve adequate low-frequency 

decorrelation, long noise bursts must be used, however at 

high-frequencies this causes perceptual issues such as 

transient smearing.  

Diffuse Signal Processing (DiSP) [22] describes the 

synthesis of impulses with rapidly decaying random phase 

noise tails, termed temporally diffuse impulses (TDIs). To 

achieve system decorrelation, each discrete source drive-

signal is convolved with a unique TDI.  

In TDI synthesis, an exponential decay along with a 

random phase shift is applied to each frequency 

component. Applying a longer exponential decay to a 

given frequency component during TDI synthesis results 

in greater reduction of inter-channel coherence at that 

frequency bin, at the expense of increased filter audibility. 

Manipulation of exponential decay constants by frequency 

component allows for enhanced control over the level of 

decorrelation achieved versus perceptual impact across the 

spectrum. This method is particularly attractive as 

exponential decay constants can be optimized to provide 

sufficient low frequency decorrelation whilst minimizing 

audible effects such as transient smearing at higher 

frequencies. Additionally, the technique is easily scalable 

to an arbitrary number of discrete sources as all that is 

required is a unique TDI for each source in the system. 

Therefore, DiSP forms the basis of the algorithm described 

in this work. 

2 STATIC DIFFUSE SIGNAL PROCESSING 

The synthesis of TDIs was first described in [22], where 

TDIs remain fixed over the entirety of the system’s 

operation, hence in this work the approach is referred to as 

static DiSP. This section summarizes TDI synthesis, 

described originally in [22], with optimization techniques 

novel to this work.  

2.1 TDI generation 

Each TDI is synthesized from the summation of 

exponentially decaying, random phase cosine waves of 

increasing frequency up to the Nyquist frequency, defined 

as the highest frequency that may be sampled without 

causing aliasing at the specified system sample rate.  

TDI length may be defined by the user, however 

informal testing has shown that for an audio sample rate of 

44.1 kHz a length of at least 8192 samples is necessary to 

provide adequate frequency domain resolution to 

decorrelate down to 20 Hz. The TDIs used in this work are 

of 8192 samples length for use at 44.1 kHz sample rate. 

The decay rate of each cosine wave is determined by a 

pre-defined time constant in milliseconds, which is then 

converted to decay constant by Eq. 2.1.  

 

DC(𝑛) = ∑
𝑁

TC(𝑛) × 𝐹𝑠

𝑁
2

−1

𝑛=0

                                            2.1 

where, N is the TDI length in samples, DC and TC are 

vectors of length N/2 containing the decay and time 

constants, respectively, and Fs is the sample rate (Hz). The 

variable n represents the frequency bin index under 

inspection. 

The phase of each frequency component is obtained 

using a random sequence of values between ±π with 0.94 

weighting, which limits the randomized phase values to 

±0.94π, as suggested in [22]. This weighting has been 

found to be important with regard to ensuring the initial 

impulse of the TDI occurs at time zero. The random phase 

values are generated and stored according to Eq. 2.2. 

  

𝑃(𝑛) = ∑ 2𝜋(𝑅(𝑛) − 0.5)𝑊
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where, P is a vector of length N/2 containing all processed 

phase values, R is a vector of uniformly distributed random 

numbers between 0 and 1 of length N/2, and W is the phase 

weighting factor, equaling 0.94 in this case. TDIs are then 

synthesized using Eq. 2.3. 
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where, the temporally diffuse impulse (TDI) is generated 

based on a summation of cosine waves at frequencies from 

zero (DC) to Nyquist frequency, and r is a vector of length 

N with values spaced linearly from 0 to N – 1. In Eq. 2.3 σ 

represents the standard deviation operator. Each cosine 

wave added to the composite TDI is normalized to its 

standard deviation so that each frequency component 

carries equal energy. Without this, phase randomization 

could result in an inconsistent summation across the 

frequency band [22]. 

An all-pass response for each TDI is achieved via 

minimum phase equalization, as described in [22]. Fig. 2.1 

shows the time domain representation of an example TDI. 

 
Fig. 2.1 Time domain representation of an example TDI 

of length 8192 samples at 44.1 kHz sample rate showing 

the initial impulse followed by rapidly decaying noise 

tail. Amplitude over time (above), and energy over time 

(below).  
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Each TDI generated exhibits a different phase response 

due to the random phase generation process. All other 

variables, such as TDI length and time constant for each 

frequency component remain fixed. Therefore, when 

multiple TDIs interact, overall system performance can be 

defined by manipulation of the frequency-dependent time 

constants prior to TDI generation. These control the decay 

time for each individual frequency component in TDI 

synthesis. Longer frequency decay times lead to greater 

reductions in inter-channel coherence at the expense of 

increased filter transient smearing, whilst shorter 

frequency decay times lead to reduced decorrelation 

performance with increased processing transparency. 

Previously published work determined that a uniform 

probability density function (PDF) was ideal for use in 

random phase generation with time constants following a 

linear relationship inversely proportional to frequency 

[22]. Recent research by the authors [23,24] established 

that uniform PDF performance can be improved with a 

non-linear time constant relationship, where time 

constants are manually defined by octave band. This gives 

optimal performance with regards to the decorrelation 

achieved with minimal perceptual degradation. The 

optimization of TDI generation for achieving maximal 

decorrelation whilst minimizing perceptual effects is 

discussed in the following section. 

2.2 TDI optimization 

Previously published work suggests that time constants 

should be defined for the highest and lowest frequencies 

with intermediate values interpolated via a linear or 

logarithmic function [22]. This is based on the assumption 

that decay times should be inversely proportional to 

frequency. However, informal subjective assessments by 

the authors revealed that when only defining the highest 

and lowest frequency decay times, it is difficult to achieve 

sufficient low-frequency decorrelation without 

introducing noticeable temporal effects at mid- and high-

frequencies. This is especially noticeable with transient-

rich material. Enhanced control over time constant versus 

frequency is required.  

It is suggested in [23,24] that defining decay time 

constant by octave band allows for selection of a TDI 

frequency dependent decay characteristic that is more in 

line with human perception. In this work, the ‘audible 

threshold of decay time constant’ is defined as the time 

constant value at which at which a TDI becomes audible 

for a given band, when all other frequencies are passed 

without effect. A subjective test was developed by the 

authors to obtain the audible threshold of decay time 

constant for the frequency bands defined in Table 2.1 using 

transient source material, which has been found to be most 

revealing – in this case drum loops were used [24]. The 

results are summarized in Table 2.1. 

To integrate this data into TDI generation, the central 

frequency of each band is set to the decay time constant 

given in Table 2.1. Intermediate time constants are 

obtained via linear interpolation between the central band 

points [24]. The change of decay time constant over 

frequency obtained with this method is shown in Fig. 2.2 

with comparison to the linear and logarithmic methods 

described in [22]. When comparing the variable decay 

method curve, obtained by the audible decay time 

thresholds in Table 2.1, to the linear and logarithmic 

curves, it becomes clear that mid- to high-frequency time 

constants derived from the linear and logarithmic methods 

exceed audible limits. Therefore, the values obtained for 

the variable decay constant method in [24] will be used in 

this work. 

Frequency band (Hz) 
Decay time audible 

threshold (ms) 

<63 179.8 

63-94 104.8 

94-125 78.8 

125-187.5 36.8 

187.5-250 27.6 

250-500 19.7 

500-1000 15.7 

1000-2000 12.7 

2000-4000 8.2 

>4000 3.7 

Table 2.1 Results of subjective test for audible 

threshold of decay time constant by frequency band [24] 

 

 
Fig. 2.2 Comparison of the decay time vs. frequency 

relationship obtained by the logarithmic and linear 

methods [22] and the variable decay method using 

subjectively-obtained audible limits [24] 

 

Another aspect of TDI optimization for consideration, 

which is closely linked to time constant selection, is that of 

the amplitude of the noise tail in comparison to the initial 

impulse of the TDI. Whilst TDIs will decorrelate up to the 

Nyquist frequency, in real-world applications this is 

unlikely to be necessary. However, decay times for 

frequencies above which decorrelation is desired still need 

to be considered as their selection impacts the amplitude 

of the noise tail in comparison to the initial impulse, and 

therefore the level of decorrelation achieved over all 

frequencies.  If the amplitude of the noise tail is greatly 

reduced, very little decorrelation will be achieved. If the 

amplitude of the noise tail is increased, greater 

decorrelation will be achieved at the expense of increased 

filter audibility. When audible filters are used, the audio 

will sound as if a short decay reverb has been applied and 

transients will be smeared. 
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Informal subjective evaluations show that the choice of 

3.7 ms time constant for all frequencies above 4 kHz can 

cause audible artifacts such as resonances or ringing for 

highly-transient source material. This is resolved by 

setting the time constant for all these frequencies to an 

arbitrarily short time constant (1 ms) – as a result, minimal 

decorrelation is achieved at these high frequencies, but the 

unwanted artifacts are eliminated. A side effect is that the 

initial impulse is increased in amplitude in relation to the 

noise tail, as the energy from these high-frequency 

components only significantly contributes to the initial 

impulse, not the noise tail. This means that less 

decorrelation is achieved for the full spectrum, despite all 

other time constants remaining fixed. The effect that 

reducing the high frequency time constant has on noise tail 

amplitude is illustrated in Fig. 2.3. All other decay time 

constants are as in Table 2.1. 

 
Fig. 2.3 Difference in initial impulse/noise tail amplitude 

ratio pre- and post-normalization with identical TDI 

parameters apart from time constant above 4 kHz (high 

frequency time constant). Also show is the resultant 

difference in TDI energy over time when the high 

frequency time constant is reduced from 3.7 to 1 ms. 

 

This aspect of TDI generation can be controlled by a 

single variable, termed high frequency time constant. The 

level of decorrelation versus perceptual impact of the 

processing may be adjusted while other parameters can 

remain fixed. Therefore, in this work TDIs generated using 

the time constants obtained in [24] must be investigated 

with different high-frequency time constants (>4kHz). 

High-frequency time constants of 1 ms, 3.7 ms and 6.4 ms 

are investigated objectively in Section 4 and subjectively 

Section 5. 

2.3 Performance limitations 

Prior work by the authors has shown that static DiSP, 

where the decorrelation filters remain fixed over time, 

gives reduced performance when applied in closed 

acoustic spaces [23,24]. This is due to the interaction of 

surface reflections of the same source origin producing 

comb-filtering. In this work, dynamic DiSP is investigated, 

where TDIs are changed over the course of milliseconds to 

decorrelate system sources from their own output over 

time. In the dynamic system sources are not only 

decorrelated from each other, but also their own early 

reflections. Provided the rate of change of TDIs is 

sufficient for a given acoustic topology, there should be a 

reduction in magnitude response variation in enclosed 

acoustic spaces that static DiSP is unable to achieve.  

This was verified in a series of real-world measurements 

in prior work by the authors [25]. Low-frequency spatial 

variance reduction was measured for two systems – a small 

domestic room and a medium-sized music venue. 

Dynamic DiSP was shown to outperform static DiSP in all 

cases. There are, however, perceptual concerns associated 

with rapidly changing a source’s TDI. The next section 

describes the dynamic DiSP algorithm and how to mitigate 

any perceptual issues. 

3 DYNAMIC DIFFUSE SIGNAL PROCESSING 

The TDI generation algorithm described in Section 2 

allows for the creation of an arbitrary number of 

decorrelation filters. As all parameters apart from phase 

generation remain fixed, filter audibility and system 

performance are predictable for a given set of input 

parameters. For a system comprising of L discrete sources, 

for each mono audio input frame, L TDIs are drawn from 

a pre-generated library. Each TDI is convolved with the 

audio frame, generating L decorrelated channels, which are 

outputted to the L discrete sources. This process is 

illustrated in Fig. 3.1. 

 
Fig. 3.1 Diagram of the dynamic DiSP algorithm 

 

Unless an overlapping sliding output window is used, 

changing TDI coefficients from one output frame to the 

next results in audible clicking. Therefore, a sliding 

overlapping output window of 1/3rd the output frame 

length is used. In this way, each output frame per source is 

processed by three overlapping distinct TDIs, and the 

audible clicking is eliminated. Additionally, interpolation 

of TDI coefficients is used to smooth the TDI transition. 

This is detailed in Section 3.2. 

The rate at which TDIs must be updated is defined by 

the acoustic and system topology. For large spaces, the rate 

may be relaxed as the path length difference between direct 
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source and early reflections increases. For small spaces 

(e.g. domestic rooms), the maximum effective TDI update 

rate can often be less than 10 ms. 

3.1 TDI update rate calculation 

It is key that the TDI update rate is fast enough so that a 

source’s direct sound and first arriving reflection at a 

listening location are each processed by a different TDI. 

The necessary TDI update rate is dependent on the room 

size and system configuration. For practical purposes, the 

maximum rate is calculated using a simplified geometrical 

calculation [26]. The shortest reflection path length that 

corresponds to half a wavelength of the highest frequency 

of interest at a central measurement location is found from 

the room dimensions and source position. The required 

TDI update rate is then found with Eq. 3.1. 

 

𝑑𝑇 = 1000
∆𝑙

𝑐
                                                                  3.1 

 

where, dT is the required TDI update rate (ms) and is 

calculated based on the path length difference (m) between 

the direct sound and first-arriving problematic reflection, 

Δl and the speed of sound, c (m/s). 

3.2 TDI library configuration and interpolation 

In this work, TDI libraries are pre-generated to handle 

up to 20 discrete transducers. For each transducer, 100 

initial TDIs are generated and stored in a matrix as shown 

in Fig. 3.2. With dynamic DiSP, once the final set of TDIs 

has been drawn for each source from the library, the first 

TDI set is drawn again and the process repeats. 

 

 
Fig. 3.2 Diagram showing how the initial pre-generated 

TDI matrix is handled given user inputs of number of 

transducers and interpolation factor 

 

Informal testing has shown that when fast TDI update 

rates are necessary (<10 ms) the changing of filter 

coefficients becomes audible, perceived as a ‘phasing’ 

sound, despite overlapping output windows. This can be 

alleviated with the generation of intermediate TDIs via 

linear interpolation of TDI coefficients. It is key that the 

minimum phase equalization stage of TDI generation 

occurs after any interpolation, in order to ensure an all-

pass response for all TDIs generated.  

The effect of generating intermediate TDIs is a 

reduction in audible effects of changing filters as the 

transitions are smoothed, but there is a negative impact on 

dynamic decorrelation performance due to the increased 

similarity between consecutive filters. However, the 

discrete channels are still decorrelated from each other as 

with static DiSP.  

Dynamic DiSP performance may be controlled by an 

interpolation factor which defines the number of 

interpolation points between pre-generated TDI 

coefficients. The user may input the desired interpolation 

factor and the TDI library is adjusted accordingly before 

beginning real-time processing, as shown in fig 3.2, thus 

giving no impact to real-time processing efficiency. 

3.3 Transient handling 

For adequate low-frequency decorrelation, long decay 

times are necessary. It has been found that a TDI length of 

8192 samples at 44.1 kHz is required to give sufficient 

low-frequency decorrelation down to 20 Hz. This equates 

to a filter duration of 185.7 ms. The audible effect of using 

such long filters is mitigated primarily by the frequency-

dependent exponential decay. As shown in Table 2.1, most 

of the frequency components persist for a much shorter 

duration. However, the necessarily long exponential 

decays may lead to temporal smearing depending on the 

amplitude of the TDI noise tail. This is illustrated in Fig. 

3.3, which shows the effect of the dynamic DiSP algorithm 

on short transients with increasing high frequency decay 

constant. Increasing the high frequency decay constant 

increases the amplitude of the TDI noise tail. 

 
Fig. 3.3 The effect of the dynamic DiSP algorithm on 

short transients when processed using a TDI length of 

185.7 ms. The time constants used are as in table 2.1, 

apart from the high frequency time constant as shown in 

the top right of each plot. 
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The use of transient detection in decorrelation 

algorithms has been discussed in [7,18,27]. It is thought 

that by constraining decorrelation to only what is deemed 

the steady-state portion of the signal, temporal smearing 

may be alleviated without significant impact to low-

frequency decorrelation due to the short duration of the 

extracted transients. 

In this work, the transient extraction method utilizes a 

constant-Q transform (CQT) due to its superior low-

frequency resolution to the discrete Fourier transform [28]. 

Optimization of the transient detection stage for real-time 

processing is the subject of future work. 

The mono input signal is transformed into the frequency 

domain via the CQT, given by Eqs. 3.2 and 3.3 [27]. 

 

𝑁𝑘 =
𝐹𝑠𝑄

𝐹𝑘

                                                                           3.2 
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𝑥(𝑛)𝑒
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where, Nk is the required analysis window length in 

samples at frequency bin k, Fs is the sample rate (Hz), fk is 

the frequency at the kth bin, Xk is the CQT of the signal, wk 

is the windowing function of the input signal, in this case 

a Hann window, x is the input signal and Q is the required 

ratio of frequency to spectral resolution. The frequency 

dependent term, Nk, allows for an adaptive analysis 

window size, giving a constant resolution to center 

frequency ratio.  

The transient detection algorithm outputs a weighting 

function with values between 0 and 1, changing over time. 

This output is generated by monitoring spectral energy 

content using the CQT. If the change in spectral energy 

between successive windows exceeds a pre-defined 

threshold, the weighting function moves towards 1 

indicating transient material, or moves gradually towards 

zero when this threshold is not exceeded (Fig. 3.4). 

 
Fig. 3.4 Example transient detection weighting 

function (dashed curve) superimposed over drum loop 

(above) and short transient inputs of 0.1 s (below). 

Weighting moves towards 1 when a transient is detected 

 

The input signal is then transformed into a transient 

signal by multiplication of the weighting function with the 

input signal. The steady-state signal is subsequently 

obtained by subtracting the transient signal from the input 

signal. The steady-state signal is passed through the 

dynamic DiSP algorithm, then summed with a delayed 

copy of the transient signal to give the final output. 

4 OBJECTIVE EVALUATION 

In the dynamic DiSP algorithm, the key parameters for 

controlling the balance between decorrelation and 

perceptual effects are: the choice of interpolation factor, 

which smooths TDI transition, the choice of high-

frequency decay time constant, which dictates the ratio of 

diffuse noise tail to initial impulse amplitude in TDI 

generation, and the application of a transient extraction 

algorithm. The first objective evaluation, therefore, must 

examine the interaction between these three parameters to 

judge how they affect dynamic DiSP performance. 

4.1 Testing method 

For this analysis, TDI libraries were pre-generated, as 

described in Sections 2 and 3.  TDIs were of length 8192 

samples, with an audio sample rate of 44.1 kHz giving a 

TDI duration 185.7 ms. The time constants used matched 

those shown in Table 2.1, apart from high-frequency time 

constant (>4000 Hz) choices of 1 ms, 3.7 ms, 6.4 ms and 

9.1 ms. Interpolation factor was also varied with choices 

of 0, 10, 20 and 30, indicating how many intermediate 

TDIs to be interpolated between each pre-generated TDI 

pair. Ten TDI libraries covering each combination of 

conditions were generated. The results presented are the 

average performance over the 10 libraries generated for 

each combination of conditions.  

Whilst dynamic DiSP is applicable to any frequency 

range, the algorithm’s performance was investigated here 

with regard to large scale live sound reinforcement. In this 

example, decorrelation is applied to a 4-source subwoofer 

array for the reduction of low-frequency spatial variance 

between 20-250 Hz. An image source model was used as 

in [23,24] to simulate a 24 m x 30 m x 18 m space, which 

reflects a typical medium/large-scale venue.  

All surface absorption coefficients were set to 0.2. 

Reflections up to 15th order were modeled with four point-

sources positioned at (x, y) coordinates (2.4 m, 3 m), (5.6 

m, 3 m), (18.4 m, 3 m) and (21.6 m, 3 m), all located 1 m 

off the ground. A 100-point measurement grid was 

positioned centrally within the space, with a point-to-point 

spacing of 1.6 m. A musical signal, Tom Sawyer by Rush 

was used to excite the space, with the audio signal 

processed with a TDI update rate of 25 ms. 

The complex frequency response of the summed signal 

at each measurement point was taken using a fast Fourier 

transform (FFT). The transfer function of each 

measurement point was obtained by dividing the measured 

response by the FFT of the delayed input signal. The 

magnitude response of each measurement point was 

extracted and smoothed by 1/10th per octave to closer 

match human perception than typical 1/3rd octave 

smoothing [30]. The 20-250 Hz FFT bins of each 

measurement point response were then used in Eq. 0.2 to 

calculate spatial variance (SV) over a 1.0 s analysis 
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window. The initial, unprocessed SV of the modeled 

system was 3.4 dB. 

4.1 Results 

The results of the processing for all conditions, with and 

without transient detection, are given in Figs. 4.1-4.3. As 

expected, dynamic DiSP performance is reduced by 

increasing the interpolation factor, which increases the 

level of TDI transition smoothing, and decreasing the high-

frequency decay time constant, which reduces the peak 

amplitude of the random phase noise tail. The addition of 

transient detection does not reduce performance 

significantly. A 2.4% mean decrease in performance by the 

addition of transient detection was seen over all test cases.  

Whilst Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 show that a significant reduction 

of low-frequency spatial variance is possible with this 

processing, audible limits for the processing must be 

investigated. A MUSHRA [28] subjective test was 

performed to assess this and is described in Section 5. 

 
Fig. 4.1 Reduction in SV for all test conditions without 

transient detection 

 

Fig. 4.2 Reduction in SV for all test conditions with 

transient detection 

 

 
Fig. 4.3 Difference in performance between transient and 

non-transient detected dynamic DiSP 

 

To further illustrate the effects of dynamic DiSP, the 

smoothed low-frequency magnitude responses for the 

unprocessed and dynamic DiSP processed systems are 

shown in Fig. 4.4. The dynamic DiSP processed system 

had a high-frequency decay time constant of 3.7 and an 

interpolation factor of 20, giving an SV reduction of 25 %. 

 
Fig 4.4 1/10th octave smoothed magnitude responses of 

100 measurement positions across a 24 m x 30 m 

audience area excited by 4 point-sources for the 

unprocessed system (top) and the dynamic DiSP-

processed system (bottom) 

5 SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION 

The aim of the subjective evaluation was to assess the 

perceptual transparency of the dynamic DiSP algorithm 

using parameters that would be applicable to a variety of 

sound reinforcement and reproduction applications. The 

test was performed in a hemi-anechoic chamber built in 

accordance with ISO 26101 with subjects undertaking the 

test twice, once over a pair of open-back Beyerdynamic 

DT 770 headphones and once over a d&b audiotecknik 

Y7P and a d&b B Subwoofer, both on-axis to the listener.  

The reason for choosing this test set up and not 

replicating the setup used for the objective test is that in 

such real-world scenarios the true processing transparency 

of the algorithm may not be accurately assessed due to 
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masking effects of room acoustics. Additionally, it is also 

important that the algorithm be assessed when only a 

single mono source is presented. This is because in large 

scale sound reinforcement, it is not uncommon for some 

audience positions to be predominantly covered by a single 

source, or a cluster of coupled sources, such as at the edges 

of an audience area. In such a case the decorrelation 

algorithm should not rely on summation from other 

discrete sources for transparency.   

28 subjects participated in the MUSHRA test to 

subjectively evaluate the perceptual impact of dynamic 

DiSP. 17 of the subjects had prior listening test experience.  

The participants were between the ages of 20 and 37, 

consisting of 25 males and three females. All participants 

reported having healthy hearing. For each subject, the 

order of presentation method (headphones or 

loudspeakers) was alternated.   

As per the guidelines in [28], each subject assessed the 

subjective audio quality of eight 10 s audio samples which 

were identical apart from the type of dynamic DiSP 

processing applied, in comparison to an unprocessed 

reference signal.  

The test was repeated with three musical signals, which 

were presented in random order: a rock piece, a dance 

piece and a rap piece. The pieces were respectively: Tom 

Sawyer by Rush, Disco Drive by DJ Qness and Lovin’ It 

by Camp Lo. The test samples contained a hidden 

reference identical to the original audio signal, a low 

anchor and 6 processed signals under test. The TDI update 

rate for the test material was 15 ms. It has been found that 

this rate is sufficient for room sizes down to around 5 m x 

4 m x 3 m when seeking to correct low-frequency spatial 

variance up to 250 Hz. Faster TDI update rates may 

introduce further distortion which is not evaluated here. 

The parameters for dynamic DiSP processing to be 

tested were informed by the objective test in section 4. The 

objective tests show a clear trend that increasing high 

frequency decay constant, which increases noise tail peak 

amplitude, and decreasing interpolation factor, which 

reduces the level of dynamic TDI transition smoothing 

results in increased SV reduction (Figs 4.1 – 4.2). It is 

expected that this is at the cost of increased filter audibility 

and reduction in audio quality.  Therefore, the independent 

variable for the subjective test was chosen to be the level 

of dynamic DiSP performance as dictated by these two 

variables. Table 5.1 shows the values selected for each of 

the test samples, and the SV reduction performance of 

these values can be seen in Figs 4.1 and 4.2. 

The TDIs used were of the same length as in the 

objective test (8192 samples with an audio sample rate of 

44.1 kHz) and utilized the decay time constants shown in 

Table 2.1, apart from the high frequency time constant, 

which was varied as shown in Table 5.1. The TDIs 

provided full-spectrum processing, however, since low-

frequency decorrelation is of specific interest here, the test 

audio was only processed up to 4 kHz using a 

complimentary low-pass/high-pass stage with crossover 

set at 4 kHz. Only the low-passed signal was processed. 

Without this stage there may be further perceptual effects 

which are not assessed here, but the results shown are 

applicable for dynamic DiSP of TDI update rates ≥ 15 ms 

and decorrelation from 20 – 4000 Hz, which are sufficient 

parameters for most applications. 

 For each test, the presented sample order was 

randomized. The test signals are described in Table 5.1. 

Test sample 

Processing parameters (High 

frequency time constant, 

interpolation factor) 

1 (Hidden ref)  Unprocessed 

2 (Low anchor) 9.1 ms, 0 (w/o transient extraction) 

3 1 ms, 30 (w/o transient extraction) 

4 1 ms, 30 (w/transient extraction) 

5 3.7 ms, 20 (w/o transient extraction) 

6 3.7 ms, 20 (w/transient extraction) 

7 6.4 ms, 10 (w/o transient extraction) 

8 6.4 ms, 10 (w/transient extraction) 

Table 5.1 Description of MUSHRA test samples 

 

The low anchor used was not the bandlimited anchor 

described by [28]. It has been found in informal listening 

that the dynamic DiSP parameters shown for test sample 2 

in Table 5.1 produced a large amount of distortion, and it 

was decided the sample would be more suitable for a low 

anchor in this test. All subjects correctly identified the low 

anchor.  

The GUI presented to the subjects is shown in Fig 5.1. 

The final scores of each subject were normalized in the 

range 0 to 100, where 0 corresponds to the bottom of the 

scale, or ‘bad sound quality’ as described in [28].

 
Fig. 5.1 MUSHRA GUI presented during the subjective evaluation of dynamic DiSP
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5.1 Results and analysis 

Figure 5.2 shows the overall MUSHRA scores obtained 

for each source material. 

 
Fig. 5.2 Overall MUSHRA test results for different audio 

samples. Mean scores shown with 95% confidence 

intervals for six different test materials and high/low 

anchors, numbered as in Table 5.1 

 

As expected, test clips with greater levels of dynamic 

DiSP processing as defined by Table 5.1 scored lower in 

terms of audio quality. Additionally, the samples where 

transient detection was incorporated into the processing 

scored higher than their non-transient detected 

counterparts.  

To assess if there was a statistically significant 

difference between the performance of the different source 

materials, a two-way ANOVA with replication was 

performed with the null hypothesis that different source 

materials would have no significant effect. With 

significance threshold of P-value ≤ 0.05, the P-value was 

0.12, supporting the null hypothesis that different source 

materials had no significant effect on the results.   

Fig 5.3 breaks down the results by listener experience 

and sound reproduction method. Another two-way 

ANOVA with replication found that there was no 

significant effect of sound reproduction method on the 

results, with significance threshold was set at P-value ≤ 

0.05 and actual P-value of 0.79. 

Due to the difference in the number of experienced and 

naïve listeners, a two-way ANOVA with repetition was not 

performed to establish the presence of any statistically 

significant difference between the scores of the two 

groups. However, there is a strong similarity in the results 

of the two groups. The same trends are observed, with 

significant overlap of 95% confidence interval bars for 

corresponding results. This indicates that the scores given 

were largely independent of previous audio subjective test 

experience. 

The results enforce the importance of transient detection 

in decorrelation algorithms that has also been discussed in 

[7,18,27]. This is especially interesting given the relatively 

small impact of adding transient extraction to DiSP 

effectiveness, as shown by Fig 4.3. 

 
Fig. 5.3 MUSHRA test results. Mean scores shown with 

95% confidence intervals for six different test materials 

and high/low anchors, numbered as in Table 5.1 

 

The high-frequency time constant selection of 3.7 ms, 

which was obtained in the authors’ prior subjective 

assessment of static DiSP [24], combined with an 

interpolation factor of 20 with transient extraction gained 

a rating of ‘good’ or ‘fair’ in all cases. This suggests this 

level of processing may be used, depending on the 

requirements of the user, as it will provide a greater level 

of source decorrelation than the 1 ms/30 interpolation 

factor level of processing. 

Importantly, the high-frequency time constant selection 

of 1 ms with interpolation factor of 30 with transient 

extraction scores ‘excellent’ in all cases. This indicates that 

dynamic DiSP can be applied in a perceptually-transparent 

manner. 

Further work in the form of simulations and real-world 

case studies needs to be done to assess the levels of 

decorrelation performance achieved by TDIs with these 

generation parameters in a variety of scenarios. 

Specifically, target performance needs to be defined.  The 

results presented in Section 4 give a rough idea of the 

performance of TDIs generated with these parameters, 

however the data gained only gives information about that 

particular system. There may need to be further 

optimization to maximize the level of decorrelation to 

achieve a target response for a given application. Primarily 

this would include either a “quality control” stage in the 

TDI library generation process, where overall TDI library 

correlation is not allowed to exceed a certain threshold, or 

data analysis of a large number of generated libraries to 

isolate TDI combinations which perform optimally. 

6 ALTERNATIVE APPLICATIONS 

In this work the effectiveness of dynamic DiSP has been 

examined with particular reference to low-frequency 

decorrelation. The processing is applicable to live sound 

reinforcement subwoofer arrays and small room room-

mode suppression. Dynamic DiSP has been shown to work 
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to a degree with only one subwoofer present [25], and 

cinema B-Chains [31].  

One of the key benefits of dynamic DiSP is that the 

solution to the problems caused by coherent source and 

reflection interference exists within the signal chain as 

opposed to other measurement-based methods of 

correction, making dynamic DiSP straightforward and 

quick to implement. 

The TDIs generated with the described parameters 

provide decorrelation up to Nyquist frequency if 

necessary, but decorrelation can alternatively be 

constrained to a specific frequency band by setting the 

decay time constants of all frequencies outside the band of 

interest to an arbitrarily small decay time (<1 ms). As 

previously described, this has the effect of decreasing 

noise tail amplitude in relation to the amplitude of the 

impulse, so some post-generation re-scaling of the noise 

tail amplitude may be necessary to ensure adequate 

decorrelation. Further subjective tests are necessary to 

quantify limits for this. 

To illustrate the flexibility of DiSP, Fig 6.1 shows three 

TDI magnitude responses – one for full band decorrelation 

generated with the decay time constants shown in Table 

2.1 and two others where the same decay constants are 

used apart from setting those frequencies outside the band 

to 0.1 ms decay constant. 

 
Fig. 6.1 Impulse magnitude responses of TDIs generated 

for decorrelation of specific frequency ranges 

 

The amplitude and density of spectral notches seen in 

Fig 6.1 are proportional to the level of decorrelation 

achieved when multiple TDIs with the same generation 

parameters interact. The random phase of each TDI means 

the notches appear in different places and with different 

amplitudes but are constrained to the band in question.  

This means that TDI generation can be tailored to a 

number of sound reinforcement and reproduction 

applications. Different elements including subwoofers, 

main L/R arrays, outfills, frontfills, sidefills and monitor 

wedges of PA systems may be decorrelated from each 

other. Similarly, loudspeakers comprising of two or more 

drive-units may benefit from TDIs generated to decorrelate 

around the crossover frequencies. Other applications focus 

on the improvement of intelligibility of voice PA systems. 

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK 

This work describes a time-varying decorrelation 

algorithm with transient extraction termed dynamic DiSP. 

The effectiveness of the algorithm for the reduction of low-

frequency spatial variance in a closed acoustic space has 

been investigated and it has been shown that the processing 

is capable of reducing low-frequency spatial variance in 

the simulated system by between 25 – 50%, depending on 

algorithm settings. Suggestions have been made for the 

control of the algorithm to be constrained to only three 

user-controlled parameters: high-frequency decay 

constant, interpolation factor and TDI update rate. These 

parameters give a good deal of flexibility in terms of 

performance versus perceptibility. Results from a 

MUSHRA test indicate that the TDI update rate may be set 

at 15 ms, which is sufficient for all but the smallest rooms, 

whilst still retaining ‘good’ or ‘excellent’ audio quality. At 

the least audible parameter settings (test clip 4), the 

processing with transient extraction has been shown to be 

perceptually transparent, whilst still providing signal 

decorrelation as shown in Fig 4.2 where a reduction in SV 

of around 15% was achieved. 

There remains an important question: What is a 

sufficient level of signal decorrelation to obtain the 

required result for a given application? Currently this can 

be decided by the user, but further work is necessary to 

establish clear limits for this. Additionally, the subjective 

test presented here only focused on processing 

transparency when compared to an unprocessed sample 

with one source. Further subjective tests should to be 

conducted to assess the subjective impact of the dynamic 

DiSP algorithm and decorrelation when applied to real-

world sound reinforcement and reproduction systems. 

Another area for further work is improved efficiency of 

the transient extraction method, as the one described here 

is too slow for real-time processing. Without transient 

extraction, the only real-time processing in the algorithm 

is the convolution of each time frame’s TDI with a mono 

source signal, which is computationally inexpensive. 

Overall, dynamic DiSP has the potential to provide 

perceptually-transparent signal decorrelation for a wide-

range of sound reinforcement and reproduction 

applications. The processing can be easily implemented 

with no system measurements necessary – just a few basic 

parameters are required. An easily realizable goal is that 

the user parameters of interpolation factor and high 

frequency time constant may be controlled by a single user 

input – a dial, for example, that will give users fine control 

over level of decorrelation desired versus perceptibility for 

any application in real-time. Based on this user input, and 

any frequency limits for decorrelation, the appropriate TDI 

set for a given time frame can be drawn from a pre-

generated suite of TDI libraries allowing for flexible, 

computationally inexpensive real-time decorrelation. 
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